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Component Identiﬁcation
STANLEY CH2 Chipper Shredder Spare Parts Diagram
Item #
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GXi Part Number
LCSSP11-001
LCSSP11-002
LCSSP11-003
LCSSP11-004
LCS12-125
LCSSP11-006
LCSSP11-007
LCS11-039
LCS11-042
LCSSP11-008
LCSSP11-009
LCSSP11-010
LCSSP11-011
LCSSP11-012
LCSSP11-013
LCSSP11-014
LCSSP11-015
LCSSP11-016
LCSSP11-017
LCSSP11-018
LCSSP11-019
LCSSP11-020
LCSSP12-033

Description
Chipper, plastic leaf funnel assembly kit with hardware and label for STANLEY
Chipper, discharge deflector with hardware and label
Chipper, STANLEY yellow, limb chute, 2.25" capacity, with hardware and label
Chipper, hardware kit, engine fasteners with engine shaft key
Engine assembly, 208cc, black paint, labels for STANLEY included..
Chipper, plastic discharge chute with discharge deflector and hardware,label for STANLEY
Chipper, 208cc engine, chassis with hardware to mount to flail housing,STANLEY label
Chipper, adapter, engine to flail housing, 208cc, cast, black, chipper
Chipper, flail housing, engine side, 208cc, STANLEY yellow
Chipper, hammers, set of two with pins and retainers
Chipper, discharge screen, cast steel, black, with hardware
Chipper, leaf chute blade with hardware
Chipper, flail housing, leaf chute side, STANLEY yellow
Chipper, rotor assembly with hammers, blades not included
CH2 chipper, leaf chute base, steel, STANLEY yellow with back plate and hardware with label
Chipper, foot assembly, 208cc, black with rubber feet
Chipper, stationary shredder teeth,set of 2, steel, black
Chipper, hardware kit, complete assembly minus engine hardware
Chipper, rubber feet with hardware
Chipper, blade set of two with hardware
Chipper, axle, with retaining hardware to chassis
Chipper, wheels, solid rubber, plastic rim, with retaining hardware to axle
Funnel, entry shield, plastic, white, chipper with STANLEY label, with spring

STANLEY CH7 Chipper Shredder Spare Parts Diagram
Item # GXi Part Number
1
LCSSP11-001
2
LCSSP11-002
3
LCSSP11-021
4
LCSSP11-004
5
LCS11-032
6
LCSSP11-006
7
LCSSP11-024
8
LCS11-040
9
LCS11-088
10
LCSSP11-008
11
LCSSP11-009
12
LCSSP11-010
13
LCSSP11-011
14
LCSSP11-012
15
LCSSP12-031
16
LCSSP11-014
17
LCSSP11-015
18
LCSSP11-016
19
LCSSP11-017
20
LCSSP11-018
21
LCSSP11-019
22
LCSSP11-020
23
LCSSP11-033

Description
Chipper, plastic leaf funnel assembly kit with hardware and label for STANLEY
Chipper, discharge deflector with hardware and label
Chipper, STANLEY yellow, limb chute, 3" capacity, with hardware and label
Chipper, hardware kit, engine fasteners with engine shaft key
Engine assembly, 270cc, black paint,labels for STANLEY included
Chipper, plastic discharge chute with discharge deflector and hardware,label for STANLEY
Chipper, 270cc engine, chassis with hardware to mount to flail housing with label, STANLEY
Chipper, adapter, engine to flail housing, 270cc, cast, black, chipper
Chipper, flail housing, engine side, 270cc, STANLEY yellow
Chipper, hammers, set of two with pins and retainers
Chipper, discharge screen, cast steel, black, with hardware
Chipper, leaf chute blade with hardware
Chipper, flail housing, leaf chute side, STANLEY yellow
Chipper, rotor assembly with hammers, blades not included
CH7 chipper, leaf chute base, steel, STANLEY yellow with back plate and hardware with label
Chipper, foot assembly, 208cc, black with rubber feet
Chipper, stationary shredder teeth,set of 2, steel, black
Chipper, hardware kit, complete assembly minus engine hardware
Chipper, rubber feet with hardware
Chipper, blade set of two with hardware
Chipper, axle, with retaining hardware to chassis
Chipper, wheels, solid rubber, plastic rim, with retaining hardware to axle
Funnel, entry shield, plastic, white, chipper with STANLEY label, with spring
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